the application. In ion implanters, high currents of a certain ionic species with homogeneous beam cross section are necessary, whereas in analytical mass spectrometry, representative beams are favorable (i.e., those in which the ionic composition corresponds as closely as possible to that of the sample). High beam intensity and the lack of electrode corrosion are general requirements in many applications. In accord with the mission of the journal, we restrict our discussion to ion sources common in mass spectrometry.
The most essential step in every ionization process is the conversion of neutral particles into ions, it is therefore virtually unavoidable to pass through a phase where neutrals and ions coexist. This phase can be described by the very general term: plasma. There are indications for the existence of a transient and/or local plasma in such techniques as secondary ionization (SIMS), fast atom bombardment (FAB), and 252Cf plasma desorption mass spectrometry. For practical reasons, however, we will confine the discussion to ionization methods where the plasma itself actively takes part in the ionization process (i.e., those in which ionneutral collisions cannot be neglected).
To satisfy requirements for design and efficient operation of plasma ion sources, researchers have initiated efforts to understand and describe the underlying physicochemical processes. Plasma diagnostic methods were borrowed from plasma physics to measure temperature and number density distributions of different species inside particular ion sources. A comprehensive survey of these spectroscopic, microwave, laser and electrical methods can be found in Ref. 25 . Further possibilities are derived from the mathematical solution of plasma models.
Section II is an outline of the methods of plasma diagnostics as they were tailored to cope with the special problems in mass spectrometric ion sources. We discuss among them: (A) electrical probes, (B) optical methods, (C) ion extraction and analysis, (D) mathematical modeling, and (E) miscellaneous modes of attaining information on the plasma state. Almost all plasma ion sources were used previously as optical emission sources (spark, glow discharge, ICI'). Considerable knowledge, therefore, can be transferred from investigations of the corresponding optical sources and can be compiled together with results obtained on the mass spectrometric sources.
In Section III, we survey and report efforts in diagnostics and modeling of several plasma sources as used in mass spectrometry. Generally speaking, two main types of sources can be separated on the basis of their behavior in time. Stationary sources reach time-independent density and temperature distributions after a short transient period, whereas transient sources do not reach a stationary state. In Section III.A, stationary regime ionization, three important methods are covered: (i) inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, (ii) microwave-induced plasma ion source, and (iii) glow discharge mass spectrometry. Section III deals with ionization in transient mode describing (i) spark ion source and (ii) laser plasma ionization.
II. METHODS OF PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS AND MODELING
To characterize a plasma we need a broad range of information:
1. The variety and concentration of all species and the rate of their production and consumption Each of these quantities may show spatial as well as temporal variation.
The determination of all these quantities seems, and in fact, is hopeless even for a system as simple as pure hydrogen plasma. In many cases, it is sufficient, however, to keep track of the most reactive or some species of particular interest. Therefore, in analytical applications, the bottom line is to follow the behavior of electrons and analyte ions and atoms. If complete or local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) prevails, the characterization of the plasma boils down to the determination of electron densities, velocities, and temperatures. The mass action law and macroscopic charge neutrality then provide the related quantities for the other components (26). To accomplish even this vastly reduced task, a wide diversity of material parameters are needed. Data on collision cross-sections, transition probabilities in the plasma phase, chemical behavior of the solid surface, and transport properties in both phases are important (27, 28) .
The different plasma-generating mass spectrometric sources and their working conditions are listed in Table I . Glow, ICI', and MIP sources are based on stationary electric discharges supported by electric currents. In the first case, the energy is coupled to the plasma through electrodes, whereas in the case of ICI' and MIP, the coupling is electromagnetic. In glow, ICI', and MIP sources, external gases with high ionization potential are used to establish stable conditions in the plasma and to ensure ionization of all species with a lower ionization potential. The spark and laser sources are based on transient plasma generation by electric breakdown and laser heating, respectively.
It is possible to locate all plasmas of interest in mass spectrometry in a so-called plasma map (Fig. 1) . Estimated electron number density, nc, and electron temperature, T,, ranges are shown for the different sources. It is instructive to observe how stationary and transient sources are segregated in such a graph. This is because the high temperature and density of the transient plasmas cannot be sustained for extended periods of time with the present methods.
In the following sections, we briefly survey the different tools of plasma diagnostics.
A. Electrical probes
Among the most commonly used electrical probes are the one-and two-electrode systems capable of withstanding the harsh conditions prevailing in the plasma. The electrode(s) are connected to a driving-measuring circuit designed to determine electrode potential or current-voltage characteristics. The principle of the two-electrode setup is similar to the equipment used in electrochemistry for polarographic measurements, although serious shielding and filtering are usually necessary to diminish disturbances from the energy-delivering system sustaining the plasma. A schematic representation of this measurement for an ICI' torch together with a typical current-voltage curve is shown in Figure 2 .
The current through the cell, I, is built up of exchange currents at the electrodes: I = I,1 -Iii = IQ -l& (1) where lel, 1,i, IeZ, and Ii2 are denoting electron (e) and ion (i) current for electrodes 1 and 2, respectively. If the electrodes perturb the charge distribution in the plasma to a negligible extent (i.e., if the probe distance is much larger than the Debye length) and if the plasma characteristics are similar at the electrodes, a simple expression describes the cell voltage, U (29,30): eU kT, = -In + + C, 0 e2 where C is constant in a given voltage range. Thus, the electron temperature is easy to determine by analyzing the voltage current data.
Electron number densities can also be recovered from current voltage curves. There is a multitude of different regimes depending on geometrical, diffusion, and flow conditions. For convection-diffusion regime, in the case of two cylindrical electrodes of unit length (30,31): Here I, and rP are the noninsulated length and the radius of the probes, ki is the ion mobility, and uf is the flow velocity of the gas at the torch axis.
Spatial dependence of the above quantities in stationary plasmas can be determined by displacement of the electrode pair. The moderate resolution (at present -1 mm) is determined by the physical dimensions of the probes. Transient plasma processes are hard to follow with this method because of the sluggish time response of the electrodes.
B. Optical methods
Emission spectroscopy (32-35), resonance ionization (36), and laser beam deflection on optical inhomogeneities (37) have been used in ion source plasma diagnostics.
Because the ICI' emission spectrometers used in analytical chemistry are able to provide information on both electron number densities and plasma temperatures, several ways of extracting these data from the spectra were developed. Application of spectroscopic methods in diagnostics of ICI' plasmas were recently thoroughly reviewed (38). Here we only quote the principles of the techniques involved in order to facilitate their application in studying other ion sources. The methods used are all based on the measurement of intensities, intensity ratios, or widths of optical lines. The first two of them assume an optically thin plasma; otherwise corrections are necessary for self-absorption.
If local thermal equilibrium is assumed in the plasma, the ratio of an ionic emission intensity, 1$, toward an atomic intensity, IqP, can be written as:
where: A& g4+, v,, E& and AqP, g,, v ,, E,, are the transition probabilities between levels 9 and ,u, the statistical weights of the levels, frequencies of the emission lines and the transition energies for the ions and the atoms, respectively, and lP is the ionization potential. Measuring frequencies and intensities for at least two species provides the density and temperature data if appropriate transition probabilities are available.
Measurement of continuum intensities also can provide information on the plasma. Emission related to free-free transition and recombination radiation usually dominate most of the continuum. The continuum intensity, k(v), at frequency v of a homogeneous, singly ionized plasma slab of thickness d has the form:
where: G(v,T,) denotes the Gaunt factor (25) and &v,T,) is a correction factor of the recombination term accounting for the electronic structure of the atoms.
The electric field of the charged plasma particles acts on the atoms, causing Stark dispersion of energy levels and consequent broadening of the emission lines. This phenomenon provides yet another possibility to get access to information on plasma parameters. Stark broadening is most prominent on the Balmer series of hydrogen; however, it can also be observed on Ar lines between 500 and 600 nm. For a T, = 104K plasma, FWHM of the HP hydrogen line grows from 0.05 nm to 5 nm when the electron density increases from 1014 to 1017 cmm3. Elevating the electron temperature to T, = 4 X 104K does not influence the relationship in this density region.
Therefore, when hydrogen is present in the system or when other elements exhibit measurable Stark broadening, this method can provide temperature-insensitive electron density data. Further possibilities-such as measuring absolute line intensities, Doppler broadening, line to continuum intensity ratio, InglisTeller method, etc.-exist to exploit emission spectroscopy in plasma diagnostics. Their application in examining mass spectrometric ion sources is moderately explored.
Spatial distributions of n, and T, are easier to recover than for electrical probes because images of sections of the plasma emission volume can be resolved spectrally and detected separately. Vertical or lateral stripes of the emission are projected to the slit of a spectrometer and a photodiode array is used for detection (34) .
Resonance ionization of a selected atomic species in the plasma by tunable lasers promises new possibilities. Because mass analysis and detection of the generated ions cause no extra difficulties in the case of a mass spectrometric ion source, the technique is specifically suited for this task. So far mostly analytical applications of resonance ionization mass spectrometry (RIMS) have been published. Interesting examples of combining atomization sources (glow discharge, flame) with RIMS point to the direction of diagnostic capabilities (39-42). As low as lo8 cmd3 number density species can be detected (36).
Transient plasmas are cumbersome to characterize for the large and quickly varying gradients of their properties. Hence, in most cases only indirect indications of their properties are available. A few investigations of laser-generated plasmas on solid/l Torr N2 or atmospheric boundaries were carried out by fast spectroscopy or optical multichannel analyzers to record time-resolved emission spectra (4344). Postionization of laser-desorbed species was recently reported (45) and provides energy distributions for neutral particles.
Another recent development is based on the deflection of a monitoring laser beam by the optical inhomogeneities of the plasma. A laser ablation experiment together with the expected signal is depicted in Figure 3 (37). Optical density variations, and thus plasma expansion, can be recovered from the deflection signal.
C. Ion extraction and analysis
The ultimate purpose of mass spectrometric plasma ion sources is to produce ion currents with appropriate characteristics for mass analysis. To achieve this, ions must be extracted from the plasma, which is usually accomplished by the incorporation of electric fields or by entraining the ions in carrier gas flow. The extracted ions may preserve remnants of information on the plasma processes, the most important being the identity and density of ionic species in the plasma.
Transient plasmas can be created directly inside the ion source of a mass spectrometer because of their negligible load on the vacuum system. Stationary plasmas, on the other hand, need to be interfaced by using orifice, sampler and/or skimmer cones together with two or more step differential pumping in a gradual transfer of pressure to the vacuum of the mass spectrometer. Avoiding distortions of the original plasma composition in such interfaces is one of the main aims of interface design. In general, it can be achieved only on the basis of diagnosing the plasma inside the interface (46-48).
In the simplest experiment, a sample of known composition is introduced into the source, and the mass spectrum is collected. LTE-based ionization temperatures and electron number densities are determined from intensity ratios of singly and doubly charged ions of the same species or from intensity ratios of two species with different ionization potential (49, 50) . To determine the intensity ratio for doubly and singly charged ions of the same species, the Saha-Eggert equation can be used:
where P2( T) and P,(T) are the internal partition functions for the two types of ions, E2,i is the ionization energy of the singly ionized particle in vacuum and AE2,1 is the depression of the ionization energy due to shielded interactions in the plasma. On the basis of the Debye-Hiickel theory, this depression is frequently approximated as:
AD where XD stands for the Debye length. It is also possible to investigate matrix effects. In low-temperature equilibrium plasmas, the presence of a low ionization potential species at high density may suppress the ion signal from other species because the density of free electrons is elevated. Mass spectrometers are ideal tools to detect such effects (51, 52) .
By analyzing standard samples, relative sensitivity factors (RSF) can be measured for a large number of elements. These factors show the combined influence of three different effects: atomization and ionization of the analyte and mass discrimination of the instrument (53) . Therefore, conclusions on the state of the plasma based on such measurements have to be taken with care.
Ion kinetic energy measurements were conducted for ICI ' (54,55) , for spark source (56, 57) , and in a large number for laser ionization (58-67) plasmas. The methods show a large diversity including the use of simple retardation electrodes, time of flight measurements, or electrostatic analyzers. Nevertheless, distinctly different energy spectra for the various ions measured may throw light on differences in formation mechanisms.
It is possible to follow spatial variations of plasma inhomogeneities with mass spectrometers. The relative position of the sampler interface and the plasma can be changed with spatial resolution in a fraction of a millimeter, but optical methods are more widespread and better suited for resolving concentration distributions.
Temporal processes were investigated using mass spectrometers in the case of spark source (68,69) and laser ionization (70) mass spectrometry. After the instantaneous plasma generation by a single spark discharge or a laser pulse, time distributions of ion intensities were recorded. Temporal decline of the ion signal can be related to the decay of sample excitation and to changes in the state of the plasma.
D. Mathematical modeling
Complete theoretical description of the plasma processes should provide the spatial and temporal distributions of the density, pnl(r,t), velocity, ~,,(r,t) and temperature, T,(r,t), distributions for all m = 1, . . . ,N components. This task is far more complex than present-day measuring and calculating capabilities can handle; thus plasma physicists have had to settle for one or two components. In the one-component case, conservation laws for mass, momentum, and energy provide a set of partial differential equations (71,72):
where p and u are the pressure and the internal energy of the plasma, E and B are the external electric field strength and the magnetic induction, D, p, K, and u are the diffusivity, viscosity, thermal diffusivity, and electrical conductivity coefficients, and R and S are the radiation energy loss and external energy source terms. If thermodynamic equilibrium between the components does not prevail, at least separate electron and heavy particle equations have to be established [resembling Eqs. (S)-(lo)] complemented with diffusion, reaction, momentum, and energy exchange terms on the right-hand sides. Even for the one-component case, additional relations are necessary. Assuming that the plasma behaves like an ideal gas, we can write:
and
where q stands for the degree of ionization. In the case of local thermodynamic equilibrium, if only singly ionized species is present, the degree of ionization can be expressed by the simplified Saha formula:
The physical construction and operation of the particular ion sources determine the initial and boundary conditions for Eqs. (@-(lo). The material parameters are taken either from experiments or more frequently from statistical theory. In the case of stationary methods of ionization, the time derivatives in Eqs. (8)- (10) are set to zero, and stationary solutions are pursued.
The major differences between the various types of ion sources derive from the mechanisms of energy deposition. The MIP and laser ion sources are based on energy absorption by the sample:
where (Y is the absorption coefficient of the sample and @ is the irradiance of the energy source. Glow, ICI', and spark sources energize the analyte by ohmic dissipation described by the aE2 term in Eq. (10).
Solution of Eqs. (@-(lo) can be attempted by the sophisticated methods of numerical fluid dynamics, but to find the appropriate algorithm, assiduous trials of several methods are usually required (73).
E. Miscellaneous
Further indirect methods are in use to gain information about plasma processes in ion sources. The measurement of material consumption and surface composition modification of those parts of the electrodes which were in direct contact with the plasma can provide data on material release during the interaction (74-77). Weighing the electrodes before and after exposure, scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation of the surface morphology, and surface composition determination by secondary ionization mass spectrometry (SIMS) have been applied to learn electrode behavior. Spark source and laser ionization produce craters in the sample whose depths and morphology were studied by SEM and stereopair micrography (78, 79) .
Cluster ions are frequently observed in the mass spectra. By isotope labeling of the sample surface, it appears possible to decide whether the clusters stem directly from sputtering or whether they are formed in the plasma itself (80) (81) (82) .
In principle, any surface analytical method can be employed to investigate the interactions of the plasma with the container, with the refractory materials used for isolation, or with the sample. This is important not only for diagnostics, but also to ascertain to what extent unwanted erosion is able to contaminate the plasma and hence to distort seriously the analytical results or to lead to an undesirable background signal.
III. ION SOURCES UTILIZING PLASMA GENERATION
In the following subsections, we survey the plasma ion sources most widely used in mass spectrometry and the present understanding of their operation. It is obvious from the first inspection of the literature that development of the diagnostics of various sources is strongly uneven. Because of its success as an optical emission source and because of its large plasma volume, the ICI' source enjoys extensive coverage. Practically all the techniques mentioned in the Section II have been assigned to understand and optimize ICP ion sources. The application of glow discharge and microwave sources is just gaining momentum; therefore, plasma diagnostics will penetrate these fields in the course of their expansion through the coming years.
Spark source mass spectrometry profited for decades from the privilege of being one of the most versatile trace analytical techniques. Unfortunately, direct investigation of its plasma was hopelessly hindered by its very short duration (on the timescale of -100 ns), its small size, and its transient nature. Ion extraction studies and indirect measurements, however, are fairly well represented in the literature.
The youngest of all the reviewed sources is based on the pulsed laser solid interaction. Its plasma shares the difficulties of the spark source in duration and size. Nevertheless, considerable work has been invested in studying laser-solid interaction for its potential use in laser machining and nuclear fusion ignition by laser implosion. Ion extraction, optical and indirect methods, and mathematical modeling were used to examine the laser-generated plasma.
A. Stationary regime ionization
The ion sources listed under this subheading deliver stable ion beams for an extended period of time; if operated properly, their stability is usually limited only by the wear and contamination of the electrodes and the refractory material. The ICI' and MIP require nebulization of solutions into the plasma, whereas glow discharge is based on the direct contact of the sample with the plasma phase. Laser ablation can be used in combination with any of these methods to facilitate atomization in the glow discharge or to allow the direct analysis of solids in ICI' (40,83,84).
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
Early applications of the thoroughly diagnosed (33-35,85588) and carefully described (7189-93) inductively coupled plasma torch in mass spectrometry (46, 49) showed several drawbacks and neuralgic points. The very presence of the cooled metallic sampling cone in the extremely hot (-SOOOK) plasma environment was responsible for a large part of the problems encountered. Frequently, in early designs, a second discharge or "pinch" developed between this sampling cone and the first electrode of the ion optics. Also, orifice lifetime was low, and orifice clogging occurred often, Mass spectrometric peak shapes were sometimes distorted and interference from doubly charged and oxide ions of the analyte and refractory material affected the selective detection in the low-resolution (quadrupole) mass filters. Even now, when most of these problems have been diagnosed and corrected for in second-generation designs, introducing He instead of Ar as plasma gas leads to similar problems (94).
By means of extensive use of the plasma diagnostic practices explained in Section II, most difficulties could be traced back to two areas. By investigating gas dynamics at the sampling orifice, the presence of a boundary layer virtually at rest became apparent (47). Ions from the plasma cloud could reach the mass analyzer only after residing for several microseconds in this relatively low temperature layer where they participated in ion-molecule and recombination reactions. This "intermezzo" led to the distortion of the analytical signal. Increasing the orifice diameter from the original value of 50-75 pm to 0.5-1.0 mm gave rise to the so-called continuum flow regime, where ions could be transported into the spectrometer by the continuous gas jet directed from the atmospheric pressure plasma towards the low pressure interface region (47). A comparison of the small aperture boundary layer sampling and the improved continuum flow sampling of ICI' is shown in Figure 4 . The large orifice in Figure 4 (b) can be introduced only at the expense of an additional differential pumping stage and a so called skimming cone. The idea was borrowed from earlier efforts in MIP coupling to mass spectrometry (95) and molecular beam studies (96).
The increased orifice diameter and the continuum flow sampling have multifarious beneficial effects. Quite obviously, it brings about increased ion transmission and improved detection limits (50,97). Orifice clogging becomes less of a problem, and oxide signals can be minimized by choosing an optimized opening diameter (50).
The other disturbing factor was the presence of a secondary or parasitic discharge. As was indicated by floating Langmuir probe measurements, large plasma potentials can be induced (94, 98, 99) , which generate the unwanted discharge to the sampling cone. The remedy for this deficiency came after realizing that the large plasma potential is a direct consequence of capacitive coupling between the load coil and the plasma (48). It can be removed almost completely by centergrounding the coil. Increased orifice lifetime, lower doubly charged and refractory oxide ion levels, and narrower ion kinetic energy distributions (affecting peak shape and mass resolution) were observed (48, 55, 30) . Comparison of impedancematching networks and the corresponding kinetic energy distributions of Ar,f ions for the two configurations is displayed in Figure 5 . Furthermore, attenuation of radio frequency (rf) interferences between the plasma generator and the measuring electronics was achieved by careful selection of the shielding configuration (30,98). The ICI' ion source has reached maturitv thanks to extensive optimization of the factors influencing ion production and ion extraction. The two parameters that had the most straightforward effect on performance turn out to be the injector gas flow and the forward power of the excitation. Although optimal values (mostly in the region 0.5-l Limin and l-l.5 kW) depend somewhat on the instrument design and on the particular application, correlations with analyte ion signal and detection limit (100-102) and with the level of doubly charged and oxide response were established (50, 97, 98, 100, 103) .
Without the center-ground arrangement of the load coil, artifact effects such as a strong influence of the aerosol flow rate and forward power on the kinetic energy distribution of positive ions were measured (54).
Other attempts to enhance plasma performance were less systematic, and their evaluation usually relied on a single investigation. Load coil geometry shows moderate influence on oxide response, on doubly charged ion yield, and on mean kinetic energy of ions (94, 103) . For atomic emission spectroscopy, the plasma radius, R, was optimized as a function of operating frequency (104) . R, and the skin depth, s (i.e., the radiofrequency power penetration depth) appear to provide optimum detection limits at R/s = 2.25. This topic was revisited recently with respect to changes in detection limit (94, 105) . A large R/s ratio has the advantage that the sample is more easily introduced and that less interference occurs between the plasma skin (where energy deposition takes place) and the axial channel (where the analyte is transported). The price of this decoupling is a lower temperature in the center, which consequently worsens detection limits.
Experiments with an Ar-N2 plasma gas mixture show depression both in electron number density and ionization temperature along with the addition of N2 (106) . Results of this study turn out to be useful in the understanding of energy transport from the induction region to the axial channel. Replacing the customary Ar with He in the plasma promises a higher degree of ionization (and higher sensitivity) for the less readily ionizable analyte constituents because of the considerably higher ionization potential of He (24.6 eV instead of 15.8 eV) (94, 107) . Preliminary experiments show, however, that severe parasitic discharge between the plasma and the sampling cone persists in spite of various efforts to reduce or eliminate it (94). Clearly, further work is needed to find the proper operating conditions and interface design for the He ICP ion source.
Information on argon plasma temperature is available from rotational and vibrational temperature measurements and from Doppler temperatures determined from line broadening (108) (109) (110) . Recently, radially resolved rotational temperatures were also measured for an ICI' operated at 2 kW and with argon, oxygen, nitrogen, and air as outer gases (111). Spatial variations of ionization temperatures are determined by mass spectrometry using iodine as thermometric element (112).
The problems of interface geometry and sampling position were addressed several times. It was discovered that the highest unperturbed neutral beam intensity is produced if the skimmer opening position is somewhat ahead of the so-called Mach disk (i.e., the location in the expanding gas jet where the scattering of jet particles on the residual gas in the interface starts to dominate) (113). Scattering regions are marked in Figure 6 by dots for different sampler skimmer distances. The most favorable case is depicted in Figure 6 (c). When the Mach disk is formed ahead [ Fig. 6(a) ] or at the same location [ Fig. 6(b) ] the skimmer cone scattering diminishes the ion intensity. In the case in Figure 6 (d), the two cones are too close, and the gas load on the second stage becomes serious. The skimmer opening diameter, D,, is determined by the requirement that the mean free path and D, should be closely matched to each other to achieve least disturbed jet expansion and consequently the maximum beam intensity (97). For centertapped load coil, the axial and radial positions of sampling have no significant influence on the kinetic energy of the ions, at least not within a displacement region of 10 mm (54). Pronounced decline in ion signal was observed for axial displacement (54) whereas, in other studies a more complex behavior was found (100,102).
Detection limits are also related to the presence of a continuum background stemming from vacuum ultraviolet photons generated in the plasma as the channeltrons used for ion detection are sensitive to this radiation. In earlier designs, off-axis positioning of the detector assisted in the prevention of false counts (46), but in later ones the introduction of an optical baffle plate in the region of ion focusing optics helps to diminish further the influence of stray radiation (102) .
The conditions of sample introduction have a direct impact on the analyte plasma interaction. High concentration of the sample solution (above 1% solid content) can cause orifice clogging because of recondensation on the cooled metal surface (101) . For samples with high salt content (0.1-l%), deposition of solid matter on the sampling orifice was observed. It is possible to minimize the rate of deposition by lowering the injector gas flow and increasing rf power, sacrificing at the same time the intensity of the analyte signal (114). High matrix concentrations-especially if they contain low ionization potential species-may suppress the analyte signal by elevating the electron number density in the plasma (51), or simply by inducing space charge effects in the spectrometer (115). Finally, the effects of water vapor loading on electron number density, on excitation temperature and on the coupling between the plasma and the rf field were investigated. Whereas in the first two cases no significant influence was encountered, for the rf field coupling (measured by the reflected power) diverse results were found for different instruments (116).
In contrast to most of the other excitation sources for mass spectrometry, the ICI' source has been used up to now mostly for the analysis of solutions. Direct introduction of solid samples, however, is often desirable so as to avoid lengthy dissolution, pretreatment, and the unavoidable sources of contamination during such procedures. Slurry nebulization with nebulizer types that have a wider sample supply tube than the capillary in conventional systems have been used for the analysis of different samples in atomic emission spectrometry and recently also in ICI' mass spectrometry (117,118). The evaporation of solid particles, especially those of refractory materials, places more stringent requirements on the source. A recent study of the evaporation behavior of the slurry atomization with a Babington nebulizer and a 2.4 kW ICI' for refractory oxide powders used for the production of ceramics was published (118). It appears that the nebulization characteristics are similar to those for solution work. Electron microscopy of the aerosol collected after passing through the plasma allowed distinguishing two different particle morphologies, namely submicron condensates and partially remolten larger particles. A theoretical model describing the evaporation on the basis of axially varying temperature distribution [see measurements of rotational temperature from OH bands (ill)] produced results comparable to those obtained experimentally.
Recent efforts in ICI' diagnostics point to the direction of characterizing the plasma in the reduced pressure region between the sampling and skimming cones. Atomic emission (119,120) and atomic fluorescence (120), as well as Langmuir probe measurements (121) are applied to unveil the complex plasma structure in the supersonic jet.
It is evident from simply perusing the reievant journals that future prospects of ICI' mass spectrometry are bright. The method passed the phase of development, and applications are reported in increasing numbers. Further advances in the instrumentation are being developed at present, including alternatives for sample introduction, plasma generation, and its combination with other methods of ionization (e.g., to make it directly adaptable to solids mass spectrometry as in laser ablation combined with the ICI') (40, 83, 84) . Plasma diagnostics will certainly remain an important tool for monitoring achievements and correcting trials.
Microwave-induced plasma ion source
The MIP ion source is a close relative of the common household microwave oven. The output power of a typical oven magnetron (about 500 W at 2450 MHz) coincides with the upper limit of the excitation in MIP ion sources. Quite different is, however, the power density: due to their smaller absorber volume, ion sources are exceeding ovens by 3-4 orders of magnitude in this respect. The working principle is to feed microwave power into a cavity where an absorbing mediumusually a noble gas-is flowing in a discharge tube transporting nebulized particles of the sample solution. If the absorption exceeds a certain limit, dielectric breakdown occurs. When sufficient power is supplied, the discharge becomes selfsupporting and hence capable of providing a stable pool of ions.
Similarly to the ICP, the MIP was first used in optical emission spectroscopy. The advent of atmospheric pressure Ar and especially He MIP started with an improvement in cavity design (122). Previously, stable He plasmas could only be sustained at reduced pressures. Because the He ICI' was not available at that time, the promise to overtake the lead from ICP for analytical applications-MB' seems to be running an eternal second place to ICP-prompted several investigations.
Construction of the new transverse magnetics (TM) cavity was based on finding a compromise between the following aims: (a) The cavity should be resonant at v = 2450 MHz. (b) Maximum power density must be achieved with the smallest feasible cavity volume. (c) The discharge tube should have a location coinciding with the position of highest electric field. The common denominator of all these requirements was found to be a cylindrical cell with diameter, D:
where (ka),,,, denotes the n-th root of the m-th order Bessel function. If the cavity is excited to the TMolo mode, Eq. (15) yields D = 93.7 mm. The height of the cylinder is a free parameter, usually it is taken between 10 and 20 mm. As shown in Figure 7 , maximum electric field strength is obtained at the axis of the cylinder, so the quartz or alumina discharge tube was inserted at this position. Fine tuning of the cavity was realized with the insertion of tuning screws of different orientation. By using this cavity, a stable plasma of atmospheric pressure He prevailed even if the He stream was loaded with the mist of nebulized sample solution.
Further improvement of the performance providing practically zero reflected power (measured at the generator) came about by the introduction of the so called internal tuning (123), where the adjustment of cavity impedance was realized by tuning stubs attached to the coupling loop. Comparison of review papers of MIP optical emission spectroscopy, before (124) and after (125) the introduction of the TMoro cavity, shows the gain in performance. Yet another finesse of MIP generation is to obtain sufficient mixing of the sample and of the dense plasma and at the same time to ensure that the plasma does not touch the wall of the discharge tube. The design of a tangential flow discharge tube solved both tasks in an elegant way (126, 127) . In this construction, the plasma support gas entered the discharge tube close to its inner surface with a spiraling high speed flow facilitating intense mixing and resulting in a suspended discharge confined to the axial region of the tube.
Diagnostics of MIP developed, although they were less extensive than those of the ICP. Early experiments in low-pressure (0.05-2 Torr), low-power (25-50 W) plasmas indicated extremely high electron tempertures (20,000-100,OOOK) and low electron number densities (2-10 x 1O1' cmm3). Soon after the development of the TMDlo cavity, the interest, however, turned to atmospheric pressure discharges. Spatial distributions of temperatures and electron number density in He MIP were investigated by spectroscopic techniques (128). Variations of ionization, excitation, and rotation temperature and electron number density with the radial coordinate in the discharge tube are displayed in Figure 8 for 75 W forward power and 0.5 L/min He gas flow rate. Strong differences between the various temperatures in Figure 8 . point to non-LTE mechanisms involved in the plasma formation. Potential use of this effect in the ionization of nonmetallic elements has been foreseen. Another indication of non-LTE behavior of MIP is its relative freedom from ionization interferences. Adding sodium salts to the sample in substantial concentration does not change the analyte signals (95).
Electron number densities increase with increasing forward power and little or no change with the nebulization of aqueous solutions (129). Rotational tempertures elevate slightly at lower flow rate and exhibit a weak maximum in the center of the plasma (130). Surface-wave-induced plasmas of Ar and He do not change Originally the coupling of the MIP to a mass spectrometer marked the departure of the continuum flow sampling technique (95). The plasma extending over the open end of the discharge tube in the center of the cavity was aligned with the tip of a sampling cone as described in Section 1II.A. 1. A quadrupole mass analyzer after the differentially pumped interface monitored the ions as a function of various experimental parameters. In its original design, the coupling turned out to be vulnerable, as air entrainment caused substantial NO formation in the plasma, leading to charge exchange reactions with ions of higher ionization potential. Similar to the situation in ICI' sources, the introduction of a shield gas drastically reduces NO concentration in the plasma and eliminates the deterioration of detection limits with increasing ionization potential (95, 132) .
Recently the interface was modified again (52). Application of a quartz bonnet to enclose the transition region between the open end of the discharge tube and the sampling cone leads to elevated temperature and a slight overpressure at this particular location. The higher temperature facilitates ionization, and the overpressure reduces further the possibility of air influx. As a consequence, the detection of halogens as positive ions became possible with reasonable detection limits (52). Optimization of sampling depth, plasma power and gas flow rates provide stable operation over a narrow range of these parameters.
Parametric studies (133,134) revealed the importance of microwave forward power, gas flow rates, sampling depth, and centered sampling in determining ion signal and background level. Possible future trends in instrumentation are indicated in two recent reports (135, 136) . The He MIP ion source was coupled to the output line of a gas chromatograph. Both atmospheric and low pressure plasmas prove effective in detecting halogenated organic compounds at the picogram level (135). The capabilities of MIP as a method of soft ionization were evaluated by using low pressure and surface-wave-induced excitation. Preliminary results demonstrate remarkable molecular ion intensities and the possibility of soft fragmentation by changing the forward power (136).
Possibly because of its non-LTE nature, no detailed model describing the MIP and its corresponding ion source exists, although expressions for power loss, P[, and power absorption, P,, are available (125): and P, = :Re I olE/%ZJ.
V ui and V, denote the frequencies of collisions leading to ionization and excitation, I, is the excitation energy, BTe represents the energy transported to the walls by the particles, and o and stands for the complex conductivity of the plasma. The symbol Re takes the real part of the complex expression. Inserting these terms in Eq. (10) and searching for stationary solutions provide some insight to the energy balance of the MIP cell at least in LTE approximation. For non-LTE treatment, however, terms describing energy conversion mechanisms between the different degrees of freedom of the system should be included.
Glow discharge mass spectrometry
There is a vast body of investigations covered in the literature concerning the glow discharge phenomenon and its utilization as a surface modification method (sputtering, etching, deposition) and as an analytical source (optical absorption and emission spectroscopy) (137). Therefore, we will strictly confine the present review to its application in mass spectrometry and to the discussion of the most pertinent plasma physical processes involved.
It is truly justified to use the plural form if we speak about glow discharge ion sources, because more than a decade was devoted to finding appropriate geometries and working conditions for these sources (138). Hollow cathode sources were among the first tried for ionization (139, 140) . Investigation of the radiofrequency (rf), planar diode (141), coaxial cathode (142), dual discharge (143), dualpin cathode (144), cryogenic hollow cathode (145), hollow cathode plume (146), and Grimm type (147) devices lined the path of the search for stable, efficient ionization methods of solid samples. This long list of approaches also indicates that perhaps the ultimate solution of the problem has not been found yet. At present most glow discharge instruments use a DC plasma.
Two examples of the tested constructions are depicted in Figure 9 . The first variant is a coaxial cathode source with secondary discharge, whereas the second one is a Grimm type source (147). The approximating operating conditions are shown in Table I .
According to the present understanding of these plasma devices, there are three important regions inside the source (131). Immediately in front of the cathode, there is the so-called cathode dark space. Next comes the negative glow region filling a fairly large volume of the source void. Finally, the neighborhood of the sampling orifice should be distinguished.
Because most of the cell voltage drop is in the cathode dark space, Ar + ions generated in the negative glow are effectively sputtering the sample (connected as cathode) (1499153). Sample particles are migrating either to the surface of the walls and electrodes-giving rise to redeposition-or to the negative glow region where a fraction of them is ionized. Electron impact and Penning ionization are thought to play key roles in this process (143, 147, (154) (155) (156) .
Just as in the case of other stationary plasma sources, ion sampling plays a decisive role from the point of view of mass spectrometric performance.
Again, boundary layer sampling proved to be inferior to continuum flow sampling of the plasma (147).
Diagnostics of the glow discharge ion sources include measurements of sample atom populations by atomic absorption (144,157), Langmuir probe studies (147) and optical galvanic spectroscopy combined with laser depopulation of the metastable states (158). Background and analyte ion intensities for a brass sample, together with electron number densities as a function of the discharge current are shown in Figure 10 . The electron number densities were measured by a Langmuir probe in the Grimm type source of Figure 9 . It is directly apparent from this example that the potentially interfering background ion signals drop, whereas analyte signals increase with increasing discharge current, a consequence of more efficient Penning ionization and probably enhanced electron impact rates.
The factors determining analyte ion intensity turn out to be the source construction (139) (140) (141) (142) 144, 146, 147, 157, (159) (160) (161) , the power supplied to the source (140, 144, 147, 157, 159, 160, 162) , and the plasma gas pressure (144, 147, 157, 159, 160, 162) . Removal of the molecular interferences was attempted by changing the plasma composition (148,163), discriminating polyatomic ions on the basis of their different kinetic energy distributions (146,148), or on the basis of their formation kinetics compared with the analyte ions by pulsing the source (148), introducing a secondary discharge (143,147), and applying collision-induced dissociation in a separate cell (163).
The relative importance of electron impact and Penning ionization was also studied during searches for low interference conditions (147,158). Preliminary results show a competition among these two ionization pathways and other less important channels. A high electron number density and/or a low metastable atom concentration favor electron impact processes. Ar is invariably accepted as plasma gas because of its large sputtering and ion yield and because of the relatively low level of interferences introduced (158,160).
The plasma physical description of the glow discharge processes, although well developed, has not penetrated ion source applications so far. Based on stochastic description of atom, ion, and electron distribution functions, it is possible to calculate the electric field distribution, the extent of the cathode dark space, the particle energy distributions, the current densities and the sputtering yield of the target (151,153,164) . The model is based on the one-dimensional stationary Boltzmann equation (165):
where fj(x,E)dE is the probability of finding a j-type particle at position x with kinetic energy in the (E,E + dE) interval. The z, and Xj terms denote the charge and mean free path of the j-type particles, and the 6(E)lh, source term describes the generation of particles having E energy with the 6(E) Dirac delta function. The potential distribution, Q(x), is either approximated by a linear or quadratic spatial dependence or calculated in every step of the iterative solution by applying the Poisson equation (153) . A simpler approach is to start from the particle energy conservation equations [Eqs. (8) and (lo)] and seek for stationary solutions. If the temperature dependence of the transport and rate coefficients is neglected, the energy equation can be decoupled and solved separately on the basis of number densities provided by the set of particle conservation equations. As a result, internal energy distribution and species concentration distributions inside the cell can then be recovered.
Future experimental possibilities include laser-assisted sputtering and ionization in combination with glow discharge (155,156). The laser can serve as a tool for ablation of sample material into the glow discharge. Because lasers can be used to deposit large amounts of energy into nonconducting targets, this approach can significantly increase the versatility of the method. On the other hand, the atom populations produced by glow discharge can be ionized efficiently with tunable lasers by using the frequency of a specific atomic transition and ionizing the excited atoms with a second photon. In other words, the glow discharge can be used as stable atomization source for resonance ionization mass spectrometry (RIMS).
Recent developments of the instrumentation point toward the replacement of double focusing mass analyzers by quadrupole spectrometers in commercial instruments. The preconditions of this change are to achieve lower level of interferences from polyatomic species and to apply quadrupoles with better mass resolution. An important step in this process can be the construction of a dedicated interface (between the glow discharge cell and the mass spectrometer) on the basis of gas dynamic considerations. ICI' mass spectrometry, which now routinely uses quadrupole mass filters without compromising on detection limits, is an indication that interfering species can be minimized in carefully designed ion sources and interfaces (159,160,162).
B. Ionization in transient mode
To a certain extent, all the previously described stationary methods share several drawbacks. Among them we should mention the incomplete disintegration of the analyte particles, the low ionization efficiency, and finally, the necessity of a plasma-maintaining medium, unavoidably leading to the formation of interfering species. Most of these weaknesses can, in principle, be eliminated by increasing the energy density, but this is not possible in the stationary regime mainly because of severe complications with the plasma confinement.
Increased temperature and/or plasma particle number density will lead to the destruction of the structural elements of the instrument.
There is, however, a way to get around this difficulty by generating a hot and dense plasma for a short period of time, by introducing the transient regime with pulsed excitation.
Up to now, the two most successful transient methods have been based on the application of energy deposition by the rf spark and by the Q-switched laser. By placing the sample in vacuum and exposing it to the immense influence of a high-voltage breakdown or a giant laser pulse, it is possible to transform-at least temporarily-a microvolume of the analyte into an extremely hot and dense plasma cloud (see Fig. l ), thus providing a favorable environment for atomization and ionization. Subsequent expansion and cooling of this plasma gives rise to different elementary processes. Simultaneous ion extraction by an external field provides the first step of beam formation necessary for mass analysis.
Several factors severely hamper the diagnostics of such plasmas, among them are the limited temporal and spatial scale of the processes involved. Most deposited energy is delivered within 10-100 ns in the case of the rf spark aild within 5-50 ns in the case of laser excitation. The spatial domain of interest falls in the region of l--l00 km. Another source of concern is the huge power density concentrated into this microvolume, leading to a strong nonstationary behavior and to an anomalous structure of the solid surface of the atomized species.
Only a few of the previously discussed measuring techniques can cope with such conditions, and even those are limited to trace postexcitation events on the j_~s time scale. Deflection of a laser beam on optical inhomogeneities of a plume ablated from a Si surface by a pulsed laser (37) or the application of the anomalous dispersion technique (166) to study number density distributions of postdischarge species are examples of specific studies which can be mentioned here. More common, however is the application of the ion extraction method and of other indirect methods as will be demonstrated in the next section. The theoretical treatment of transient plasmas is bound to be subject to serious simplifications.
The most important among them is probably the need to assume decoupling of energy deposition, atomization, ionization, plasma expansion, and recombination processes.
In reality, all of these substeps are proceeding simultaneously, but to avoid the impossible task of solving coupled sets of partial differential equations [similar to Eqs. (8-10) for each species], the different time stages of the interaction are assigned to the dominant process during that particular stage. In this sense, it is possible to separate, for example, plasma heating and expansion, as in the so-called adiabatic absorption model (167). In the following subsections, we will visit the recent achievements of spark source and laser ionization mass spectrometry in particular the plasma physical understanding of their fundamental aspects.
Spark ion source
Before the conception of lasers, sparks were the ultimate sources of light pulses, unparalleled in sort duration and high intensity (168). Their applications ranged from high-speed photography (capable of framing bullet motion) to the generation of X-ray, electron, and ion bursts. Even nowadays, lasers are pumped by means of flashes stemming from electrical breakdowns.
Diagnostics of atmospheric and high-pressure sparks are ahead of vacuum spark investigations. For example, it has been possible to recover spectral opacity profiles and absorption coefficients in spark channels with 20 ns time resolution using a Kerr cell shutter combined with a spectrograph (169). With the introduction of picosecond lasers, the possibilities to discover the fine structure of spark generation and development, in principle, became even better. In mass spectrometry, where vacuum sparks are utilized for ion generation, diagnostic possibilities are far from being fully established or even outlined.
Two excellent reviews of spark source mass spectrometry recently appeared (170,171), both of which cover the fundamental aspects of vacuum spark discharge as well. The overwhelming majority of spark source investigations were carried out in the pulsed rf spark operation mode. This ion source is quite simple, consisting of two electrodes with controllable separation placed in vacuum. With pulse trains of 1 MHz rf high voltage (up to 100 kV), the electrodes are driven repeatedly through the different phases of the sparking process. According to the established classification, four separate stages of the sparking process are distinguished (172,173).
1. Prebreakdown stage. During this loo-250 ns period, the voltage grows on the electrodes, and a low (0.1-l mA) accompanying current can be observed through the gap. The current is mainly due to field emission of particles from microprotrusions on the electrode surface. 2. Breakdown initiation stage. Reaching the breakdown voltage, avalanche-like processes are initiated, leading to the takeover of other mechanisms. Probably the best definition of this stage identifies it with the period between the plasma ignition and formation of the "backbone" of plasma filament in the interelectrode gap. Its duration is estimated in the 0.5-10 ns range. 3. Spark stage. In the spark phase, the current increases irreversibly up to lo-30 A. The heavy sputtering of anode material is due to the bombarding electrons and leads to a sharp increase of the plasma volume in the gap. The length of this phase in commercial SSMS instruments is 0.5-3.0 I_Ls, depending largely on the discharge circuit. 4. Arc stage. If the spark power supply is capable of delivering the necessary current, the transient processes are damping out, and a stationary state is reached. The structure of the arc plasma resembles that of the glow discharge cell with substantially elevated particle number densities (see Sect. III.A.3). Just as in the case of glow discharge, the plasma is maintained via sputtering of the cathode by the ions accelerated in the potential buildup in front of it. In most commercial mass spectrometers, the sparking process is interrupted before reaching this stage. The characteristics of the low voltage discharge were described in Ref.
174.
Strictly speaking there is no plasma state involved in the prebreakdown stage. Its diagnostics, however, are well developed, and the applied methods resemble in many respects those of the plasmas. Experimentally, the prebreakdown stage can easily be separated from the other stages because of its reversibility. Therefore, most results have been obtained under DC circumstances.
Early investigations have shown that the breakdown equation relating the gap width, g, and the breakdown voltage, Ubr, has the form: Uhr = cgy .
( 19) where 0.6 d y d 0.7 and C is a material and configuration-dependent factor (175). Measurements of prebreakdown currents and neutral atom densities by spectroscopic methods make it clear that stationary field emission or the bombarding effect of the electron beam directed from the cathode towards the anode are insufficient to initiate the breakdown (176).
Later the role of the vacuum system was emphasized in field emission current and corresponding X-ray measurements. In an ion-pumped system at lO_'" Torr field emission prevailed, but, at 10e6 Torr (achieved by oil-diffusion pump), enhancement of the prebreakdown current by a factor of up to lo4 was observed (177). Identification of the charge carriers was possible by time of flight mass spectrometry. The measurement confirmed the contribution of ions from both the electrodes and the residual gas (178).
Anticipation of a sudden change leading to the breakdown was based on electric current and optical absorption measurements (179). According to the so-called drop model, the breakdown initiation is the "avalanche amplification of current in electrode vapor generated by the evaporation of an anode macroparticle during its transit to the cathode" (180). More complex mechanisms involving the heating of both electrodes by particle fluxes were discussed in several papers (181) (182) (183) (184) . Consensus on the details of the breakdown initiation stage has not yet been reached, and largely because of its short duration and the sporadic application of appropriate diagnostic techniques.
From a theoretical point of view, it is tempting to associate the formation of a plasma "backbone " in the gap with a wide family of percolation phenomena. It has been shown that in the mixture of conducting and nonconducting volume elements, there exists a critical volume fraction of conducting subsystems where a dramatic change in the conductivity of the whole system takes place (185).
Largely increased volumes of material and energy transport are related to the spark stage. Plasma formation is facilitated by the self-amplifying mechanisms involved. Increasing the current leads to plasma heating and more intense sputtering of the electrodes, which in turn generate more and more charge carriers amplifying the current. This stage is most suited for diagnostic observations, although most work is only related to the registration of postspark consequences. According to energy conservation considerations [similar to those expressed in Eq. (lo)], the deposited energy in the system is transformed into energy forms related to evaporation, atomization, ionization, hydrodynamic flow, and radiation.
Atomization has a slightly different meaning from evaporation because it incorporates the rupture of not only the bonds in the solid but cluster and molecular bonds as well. For elemental analysis, it is clearly favorable to disperse the material in the form of atoms. In the case of metals and semiconductors, the first ionization potential and atomization energy, Ear, are comparable quantities (72): $'"/E$" = 4 9 IFYE;: = 2.15 P ISiiES' ' I' af = 4.6 and l,S;'iE~' = 2.7. Therefore, it is surprising that according to estimations only about 1% of the total energy in the spark is spent for atomization (181,172). Time-resolved measurements of ion production yielded evidence that different types of ions are formed during different phases of the spark. The ascending order of formation times is: multiply charged atomic, singly charged atomic, singly charged cluster, and molecular ions (68,69). The relative sensitivity factors showed strong correlation with atomization energy (173). Rf (X36), and more convincingly, DC spark experiments (75) are in accord with the so-called anode mechanism (i.e., it is the anode that is primarily eroded). The fate of the eroded material is not only evaporation and atomization. Considerable amounts of molten material exit in the form of macroparticles or droplets and stick to nearby surfaces (76, (186) (187) (188) (189) (190) (191) .
Their composition differs from that of the electrode, and the maximum size of the particles is typically several micrometers.
The surface left behind after sparking has also been studied. Scanning electron microscope observation disclosed the presence of molten material on the surface (75, 76, 187) .
Modification of surface composition during sparking was demonstrated by SIMS in-depth analysis (74,77). Electron probe microanalysis of used electrode cross sections showed a few km deep homogeneous molten layer. The study of spark craters also indicates that the electrode material melts and evaporates before it enters the interelectrode gap. The relation between the crater volume and crater radius and the melting point of the electrode material was confirmed by a number of authors (76, 181, 183, 184) .
Relative sensitivity factors appear also to be related to the boiling point of the sparked material and its gasphase heat of formation (192) , suggesting the important role of fractionation during evaporation.
During the plasma phase, the most important processes are the ionization, the expansion, and the recombination.
Assuming that the amount of material entering the plasma is proportional to the amount of eroded material, we can expect a similar relationship as was found between the sparked-off volume and the melting point. In Figure 11 , the pronounced decay of crater volume with increasing melting point is demonstrated.
At the peak of the energy deposition the plasma is dense (10'8-10'y cmm3), very hot (-2 x 105K temperature is estimated considering LTE), and strongly ionized (172, 68, 69, 192, 193) . Subsequent cooling, expansion, and recombination give rise predominantly to singly charged species and cluster formation (173, 192) . Diagnostics of these processes has been scarcely performed, and we mainly rely on The spark parameters were fixed: Ubr = 3.2 kV; repetition frequency = 3 kHz; ~~~~~~ = 20 ks. The solid line represents the least square fit whereas the dashed line stands for the factor 2 margin (76).
time-integrated and averaged optical (188) and X-ray (194) spectra. Temporal and spatial variations of species densities emerged from recent anomalous dispersion measurements (166). Figure 12 shows spatial distributions of Na atom number densities arising from the sparking of a 16% Na-graphite pellet 40 l~,s after breakdown initiation (166). Inspection of this figure supports an unusual view of the spark plasma development. The postdischarge sodium atoms occupy a toroidal spatial region, rather than a sphere, as is obvious from the off-axis maximum of the concentration profiles. This expanding toroidal plasma is in contrast with the conventional picture based on spherical symmetry.
Ion kinetic energies were found to be in the range of 100-1000 eV (57, 195) . A hydrodynamic mechanism or the internal field induced by the escape of the lighter, and consequently, faster electrons can account at least qualitatively for these extremely high energies. Other authors explain the high ion energies by oscillations in the effective accelerating field experienced by the ions (196) .
The theoretical characterization of the sparking process has been mainly devoted to the estimation of relative sensitivity factors. These are routinely used to correct the analytical results in spark source mass spectrometry, and their firm determination straightforwardly influences the accuracy of the method. Direct correlation between the relative sensitivity factors and atomization energy, ionization potential, boiling point, bond strength, vapor pressure, and plasma temperature were described (173, 192, 197, 198) . Most probably the interplay of several of these factors together with instrumental discrimination effects depending on the spark conditions (geometry, electrode temperature, etc.) and ion extraction (199) can account for the RSF variations. Practically all approaches to obtain con-Radial Distance (urn) Figure 12 . Na atom number density distributions 40 ks after the spark breakdown measured by the anomalous dispersion technique. The different symbols correspond to different elevations above the cathode (166).
sistency in the data have been based on meeting local thermal equilibrium conditions in the plasma and the applicability of a Saha type formula [see e.g., Eq. (13)]. These premises are questionable in themselves, as is apparent from the necessity of introducing arbitrary parameters in the procedure of fitting final equations to the experimental data.
More basic work is needed, and it should include quantitative accounting of material, momentum, and energy transport processes during the different phases of the spark. Nonstationary solutions of Eqs. @-(lo) are difficult to find because of the immense and abrupt changes in the excitation provided by the Ohmic dissipation. If the electrodes are placed on the same axis, the problem can be reduced to two dimensions because of the cylindrical symmetry. Anomalous hydrodynamic phenomena (such as shockwave formation in the plasma and compression waves in the electrodes due to the vigorous energy deposition) are also expected. The presence of a large backpressure of the leaving vapor on the electrode surface is indicated by the splashing of the molten electrode material in the form of droplets as evidenced in several studies (183, 184) .
Future plasma diagnostic investigations and attempts to improve the overall analytical characteristics of spark source mass spectrometry might be discouraged by the gradually descending popularity of the method and by the shrinking market share of spark source mass spectrometers. However, predictions should be cautious because SSMS has already produced a remarkable comeback in the early 1980s. Perhaps more fundamental understanding and firmer control of the sparking process could improve the reproducibility and decrease the analysis time of spark source mass spectrometry (200). Simultaneous advances in position sensitive ion detectors could give rise to a new instrument with interesting characteristics for multielement panoramic ultratrace analysis.
Laser plasma ionization
Laser ionization mass spectrometry became a method of great significance during the seventies with the spread of Q-switched lasers. Q-switching continues to prevail as the best way of delivering the appropriate amount of laser energy within a 5-50 ns time interval. This short impulse operation is quite well fitted to time of flight (TOF) mass analyzers and even makes the conventional pulsing of TOF sources unnecessary. At high laser irradiances, compensation for the large kinetic energy spread of the generated ions is unavoidable. In most cases, the secondorder energy focusing provided by a single-stage reflector is sufficient. By way of ccntrast, in double-focusing instruments, signals from many repeated shots need to be integrated.
In principle, the construction of laser sources is very simple. The sample is placed in vacuum in the form of a thin film or as a bulk specimen, and the laser light is focused on the surface at the ion optical axis. Emerging ions are extracted by an electrostatic field. This structural ease combines with large flexibility provided by the continuously growing choice of lasers and with the versatility of changing ionization regimes by changing irradiance.
It is this diversity, however, that makes the subject so complex and hinders straightforward classification. To avoid misinterpretation, we ought to distinguish in every particular experiment among:
Laser types (COZ, Nd-YAG, ruby, N2, 40 Nd-YAG, dye, excimer) Irradiances (105-10"W/cm2) Target types (inorganic: metal, semiconductor, insulator; organic; opaque; transparent)
Geometry of excitation and extraction (transmission, reflection)
The most pronounced distinction is based on the level of the irradiance, or more precisely, on the deposited energy density in a single pulse: (1 -XO)~~rpulse where rpulse is the pulse length of the laser shot and R. is the reflection coefficient of the material; (Y and @ have been defined earlier [Eq. (14) ]. Assuming moderately reflecting opaque targets, we can translate the distinctions into irradiance differences because of the uniform pulse length of Q-switched lasers (Vertes, A.; Juhasz, P.; Balazs, L.; Gijbels, R., manuscript in preparation).
Low irradiance (= 105-lo6 W/cm2): Physical processes are dominated by surface heating and thermal or nonthermal ionization of target particles. Mass transfer across the solid vacuum interface is low. The mass spectrum contains a significant amount of molecular ions. This regime is favored in molecular weight determination of organic molecules.
Medium irradiance (= 107-lo8 W/cm2): Evaporation of the sample becomes nonnegligible. Laser energy is absorbed both by the ionized vapor in front of the target and by the target itself. In this case complicated fragmentation and recombination processes and/or ion-molecule reactions take place in the expanding plume. The mass spectra may provide structural information for organic samples.
High irradiance (I-109-1011 W/cm2): The deposition of laser energy is governed by the strong absorption of the expanding plasma cloud created in the early phase of the laser pulse. Elemental lines are abundant in the mass spectra, providing fair possibilities for trace analysis of inorganic solids. Although extremely important work is going on in the field of laser desorption [see a recent review (201)] involving low irradiances, we will confine the discussion to higher power densities where the concept of plasma as part of the ionization process and, therefore, the methods of plasma diagnostics are more justified. The area was surveyed in two excellent reviews some time ago (78, 202) .
According to the energy deposition concept, different stages and regions are identified for the laser-target interaction (72). Naturally, the complete spatial and temporal separation of the involved processes is not possible because they are proceeding simultaneously. In each region and phase, however, the most characteristic component can be emphasized.
a. induction phase: The incoming photon flux excites the internal degrees of freedom of the material. Depending on the laser frequency and on the type of target material, the deposited energy transfers into intramolecular or lattice vibrations or electronic excitation of individual particles or to the collective electrons of the solid. During this phase, sharp changes in the optical and thermal properties of the material are frequently encountered, leading to strongly nonlinear effects, to enhanced absorption and heating, and eventually to phase transitions. This stage is also characterized by the lack of convective transport. Therefore, energy transfer is more important than mass transfer.
b. Redistribution phase: The strongly excited volume of the sample is subject to vigorous redistribution processes. Heating, structural deformation, target erosion, and ionization take place together with interaction of the central and the peripheral parts of the irradiated spot. If, for example, the TEMoo mode of the laser is used, a Gaussian radial distribution of the irradiance can be observed. Thus, the center of the spot is heated to a much higher temperature than the rim. Photons, electrons, ions, and neutrals are emerging from the interaction region in large quantity. Massive material flow perpendicular to the surface and turbulent intermixing in radial direction are present. In some cases, the back pressure of the departing gas leads to radial flow of the molten surface layer, manifesting itself in splashing and material buildup on the rim of the spot. If the number density of the electrons in the plume reaches a certain value, the absorption of the plasma may exceed the normal absorption leading to strong heating of the electron gas. This process is self-amplifying because the heating in turn will produce more electrons capable of further absorption. Nonlinear plasma behavior, however, would contribute only above 1012 W/cm2 irradiance (72).
c. Free expansion phnse: After the climax of the laser pulse, less and less energy is pumped into the interaction region, consequently cooling and expansion of the plume become dominant. In the cooling and expanding environment, recombination and ion-neutral reactions give rise to radiation and to new type of species. In this phase, due to the falling electron number density, the Debye screening length is growing, making external field penetration increasingly possible (72). If earlier, a dense plasma has been formed (as it is the case at high irradiances), this phase provides the first possibility of ion extraction. The outgoing ions can be produced from atoms, molecules and their fragments or from clusters in singly or multiply charged forms.
Separate investigations of the induction phase have not been carried out, probably because of the extreme space and time resolution demands it would impose on detection (data collection from a 10m3 mm3 volume with better than several ns time response). In a certain way, however, the laser desorption experiments can be regarded as if the irradiation was interrupted at this stage. In the overwhelming majority of cases, the diagnostic method is the mass and energy analysis of the desorbed ions and neutrals.
The question addressed in many papers-whether the initial energy deposition involves thermal or nonthermal processes-very likely is to be resolved along the lines of distinguishing the lasers and the samples under consideration. As a rule of thumb, infrared lasers lead to intramolecular vibrational excitation and to photon generation (62, 63, 201, 203) , whereas ultraviolet wavelengths induce intramolecular electronic transitions, exciton generation and transitions between the valence and conduction bands (204) (205) (206) (207) (208) . Eventually, in certain materials, the electronic excitation can decay very fast into vibrational modes (i.e., the nonthermal mechanism can transform by itself into a thermal one) (206, 207) . The temperature rise induced by a laser beam on solid surfaces can be determined in analytical form by solving Eq. (10) in the v(r,t) = 0 case for constant (209, 210) and for variable (211) thermal conductivity.
The energized surface layers emit particles in large number and variety. Departure of neutral particles takes place earlier (212, 213) , and their number certainly reaches larger proportions (205, 208) than that of the ions. Ion formation, if it is not thermal, is usually attributed either to desorption of ions preformed on the surface or to photoionization of desorbed neutrals (201, 204, 207, 214, 215) .
During the second stage of the laser target interaction, while further energy is devoted to proceed along the primary excitation pathway, secondary processes start to occur. Further heating of the surface results in sublimation, melting and other possibly nonequilibrium phase transitions, which in turn dramatically increase the desorption rate. Thus, the developing plume in front of the target absorbs more and more laser light, thereby screening the surface from further heating.
The history of the plume depends largely on its chemical composition and on the inherent inhomogeneities in it. If the laser irradiation continues, the partially ionized plume will exhibit plasma absorption [i.e., plasma oscillations become excited (216)]. Whenever the plasma absorption reaches the normal absorption of the gas cloud, the self-amplifying mechanism mentioned under entry b is invoked. Above this, so-called plasma ignition threshold (167), the temperature rises dramatically, and multiply charged ions become abundant (58, 59, (217) (218) (219) . The presence of this plasma is also proved by the presence of its continuous light emission spectrum (43, 44) . The initial broad continuum spans over the 250-550 nm region and, after 20-100 ns, gives rise to sample-specific line spectra.
On the other hand, if the irradiance of the laser pulse is just enough to approach the real plasma absorption regime, the atomization remains incomplete, and ionmolecule reactions (220) as well as cluster formation are detected (81, 221, 222) . . .) (226).
The remarkable presence of cluster ions can also be deduced from direct ionization of the corresponding neutral particles on the sample surface, but isotope-labeling experiments support the gas-phase recombination mechanism (81). Analyses of cluster size distributions as a function of laser irradiance indicate that low power densities facilitate cluster building, whereas medium and high irradiances promote cluster decay (223). Although calculations show that the temperature can rise to 105K in laser ionization experiments (72,224), multiply charged ions are rarely detected below lOlo W/cm2 irradiance. This contradiction points to the possibility of extensive recombination during the expansion phase of the interaction. Kinetic energy spectra of multiply charged ions show that the low energy part of the distributions disappears with increasing degree of ionization (218, 226) .
Angle-resolved kinetic energy distributions of Ta + , Ta2 + , Ta3 + , and Ta4 + ions are displayed in Figure 13 . Forward-directed high-energy ion generation and upward shifting of the peak of the spectra with increasing charge are pronounced. Therefore, in contrast to the spark plasma evolution, the plume resembles a distorted sphere, rather than a torus. The decay of the low energy part of the spectra with increasing number of charge is widely interpreted as an evidence for recombination processes. In another study, the fastest ion velocity and the maximum ionization stage scales as the power of target atomic number and show characteristic bend at large atomic numbers (227). The influence of recombination has also been justified in these extensive experiments utilizing both Q-switched &he = 20 ns) and mode locked (rpuise = 100 ps and 30 ps) lasers. These results, indeed, leave little doubt about the importance of recombination in the expanding plume.
In reality, a vast number of other elementary processes are generated in the plasma. These can all be characterized by rate equations and corresponding time constants. Classes of these processes are the following.
Radiative excitation:
A(9) + hv + A(9 + r).
Significant transition probably exists only under resonance conditions. Collisional excitation:
A(9) + e ---, A(9 + r) + e.
Radiative ionization:
Collisional ionization:
A'+ + e --, A@+l)+ + 2e.
Fragmentation:
AB + e-+A+ + B + 2e.
(20)
These reactions are energy consuming; therefore, most are favored during the induction and redistribution periods. The corresponding opposite processes become important in the expansion phase.
Radiative decay:
A(9 + r) + A(9) + hv.
Collisional decay:
A(9 + r) + e + A(9) + e.
Radiative recombination:
Three-body recombination:
lon-molecule reactions:
The number of possibilities is enlarged further by considering negative ions and surface-assisted processes. The rate equations are built up of terms characterizing the elementary processes.
Thus, for example, if all the collision rates are negligible, a two-step photoionization can be described by:
where n4, nq+rr and ni are the number densities of the particles in the ground, excited, and ionized states, respectively. (~1, u2, and u3 are the cross sections of the radiative excitation, stimulated emission, and radiative ionization, whereas krd stands for the radiative decay rate coefficient. v1 denotes the wavelength of the laser. Solution of these type of equations should be sought in combination with Eqs. (8) The expansion and the reactions do not stop at the end of the laser pulse. Different methods, including spatially and temporally resolved absorption (228,229), scattering (230), and refraction (37) of a probing laser beam were utilized in mapping the concentration distributions of different species. Improving the resolution of these methods from the present ps domain could shed much light on the intricate details of laser ionization.
There is some further evidence related indirectly to the laser target interaction. Crater depths (78, 202) and the depth of melting (231) were measured and provide upper estimates of the overall material influx. Kinetic energy measurements of neutrals (45, 203, 205, 232) and of ions (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (217) (218) (219) 233) are still among the most effective methods in revealing information about their conditions of formation. As a rule, large kinetic energies observed at elevated irradiances indicate hydrodynamic acceleration, Coulomb explosion, or other high energy processes, whereas near thermal energy distributions are generated in low irradiance desorption experiments. Mass spectrometric peak shapes, even after second-order energy focusing, can reveal information about the initial kinetic energy and departing angle distributions of the ions (225,241).
Ion yields and especially relative sensitivity factors are extensively covered in the literature (78, 202, (234) (235) (236) . Their interpretation requires extreme caution because, owing to ion discrimination effects, instrumental factors may distort the results (53, 237) . One important feature of laser ionization is the remarkable uniformity of the relative sensitivity factors in a given sample at high irradiances (235). Furthermore, direct analysis of nonconducting materials is possible, since the excitation energy is coupled to the target through optical absorption. Methods to realize low molecular and cluster interference levels are under investigation (234).
Mathematical models of the redistribution and expansion phase have to include intense mass transport. Therefore, all three conservation equations should be treated simultaneously. Experience in plasma hydrodynamics is stemming from nuclear fusion and heavy ion source research (238-240). The calculations devoted to LIMS are based on the one-component, one-dimensional (lC-1D) model (72,167,224). The model incorporates normal and plasma absorption mechanisms and local thermal equilibrium condition for ionization. Enhancement of ion formation in the case of a lo9 W/cm2 ruby laser pulse impinging on carbon target is demonstrated in Figures 14 and 15 . Dramatic differences between the 12 and 21 ns profile are attributed to the onset of self-amplifying plasma absorption mechanism.
A comprehensive study of the model covers three different laser types (CO*, ruby and frequency-quadrupled Nd-YAG) and three classes of solid targets (metals, transparent, and opaque insulators). Successful comparison of gas cloud extensions with expansion velocity measurements and demonstrated threshold behavior of ion yields as a function of laser intensity provide support for the calculations. Strong contribution of the hydrodynamic acceleration to high energy ion formation is also confirmed.
Future trends within sight are easy to predict on the basis of accumulating experience and diagnostic results. It became clear that the requirements of both material ablation and ionization cannot be completely fulfilled with the same laser. More flexible and effective ion sources are expected from the introduction of two independent lasers. Thus, the wavelengths, irradiances, and the time difference of the two pulses can be adjusted to achieve better sensitivity. It is expected that ultraviolet or infrared lasers for ablation, shorter wavelength radiation for ionization, and matrix-assisted methods will become widely used.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Promising developments of the different mass spectrometric techniques utilizing plasma generation for ionization in the last twenty years have led to their central place in the family of elemental analytical methods. Most of the plasmas involved have also been applied in optical emission spectroscopy, but the simplicity of the mass spectra provides competitive advantage in interpretation over the more complex optical spectra. Plasma diagnostics and modeling have been used for approximately the same amount of time to the benefit of ion source development.
In elemental analysis, the plasmas fulfill a twofold requirement. They are capable of disintegrating the intra-and intermolecular bonds in the sample and at the same time are effective in ionizing the different species. New types of plasma ion sources are expected to emerge from those used in optical emission spectroscopy, in ion implantation, or from the techniques applied for ion generation in accelerators.
Combination methods will certainly have a large stake in future developments. Preliminary experiments already point to interest in the combination of lasers with inductively coupled plasma, lasers with glow discharge, lasers with ion beams, and lasers with other lasers (including RIMS) just to name the most commonplace possibilities.
As the role of diagnostics and modeling become more pronounced, the methods based on plasmas grow more sophisticated. Real-time examination of transient plasmas, although not yet routinely practiced, are within the reach of present measuring capabilities. More elaborate models can also be studied on large mainframe computers. Nonequilibrium treatment and two-or three-dimensional calculations are probably the best candidates for future expansion. 
